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Abstract: eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML) is emerged as a standard to exchange data over the Web. A large amount of heterogeneous data is now available on the Web in different sources, these data are generally represented or published in XML format. A XML data warehouse is an integrated repository of different XML data sources enabling analysts to gain insight through fast access to a variety of possible views on XML data which are organized in a dimensional model. XML data warehouse can be queried by On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) queries. This study proposes XML data cube model which is a well-founded approach to represent OLAP data using XML. XML data cube enables the use of external XML data for selection and grouping. Recently a SQL-like query language XRQL is proposed to query XML data. The XRQL queries capture the flavour of SQL queries while offering constructs for navigation, XML data construction and grouping. This study shows how OLAP queries can be expressed by using XRQL in a natural way and extends XRQL by GROUP BY CUBE and GROUP BY ROLLUP operators to enable analysts to express more complex OLAP queries on XML data cube.
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INTRODUCTION

On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) (Vassiliadis et al., 1999; Nathan et al., 2002) generally involves highly complex queries that use aggregations. The term OLAP was created as a slight modification of the traditional database term OLTP (Online Transaction Processing). The typical applications of OLAP are business reporting for sales and management reporting. The core of any OLAP system is a concept of an OLAP cube or a multidimensional cube. It consists of numeric facts called measures and dimensions. The cube is created from a star schema or snowflake schema of tables in a relational database. Measures are derived from the records in the fact table and dimensions are derived from the dimension tables.

XML data (Buneman et al., 1998; Deutsch et al., 1998; Abiteboul et al., 1999) are data, which are not necessary constrained by a schema. XML data are different from relational data in several important points. Relational data have a fixed schema, which is stored in a separate table known as catalogue, in contrast XML files contain elements and/or attributes tags to describe data and schema is not a must. Relational data are not ordered, the order can be deduced from data values, however XML data are ordered. Relational data model represents missing information by NULL value. XML data, in contrast, can represent missing information simply by the absence of an element. XML data model has become an important standard of information representation and exchange on the Web (Berners-Lee et al., 1992).

With the increasing amount of data exchanged, stored or generated by XML, a natural question how to perform OLAP on XML data cube. XML cube is different than relational cube in two points: (1) data of facts and dimensions can be nested however only facts are flat in relational cube, (2) missing information in XML cube are expressed simply by the absence of corresponding element without use of NULL.

The contribution of this study is three fold. First, an XML cube model is presented. Second, we show how XRQL query language (Ykhlef, 2007) can express OLAP queries on XML data cube in a natural way. Third, we extend XRQL by GROUP BY CUBE and GROUP BY ROLLUP operators to express more complex analytical queries.

Many studies for expressing OLAP queries over XML data have been proposed so far, such as XQuery (Beyer et al., 2005), XAggregation (Wang et al., 2005) XML-OLAP (Park Byung et al., 2005) and many other studies (Jensen et al., 2001; Yin and Torben, 2006; Wiwatwattana et al., 2007). The importance of this study resides in the underlying formalism based on XRQL query language. In order to express group by queries, XRQL did not use any programming construct such as FOR used in XQuery language. XQuery tends to be a programming language rather than a query language.

XML CUBE MODELING

An XML cube is modeled by a labeled rooted graph called G-XML where:
Fig. 1: XML sales data cube

```
<salesdoc>
  <sales>
    <locid>1</locid>
    <prodid>1</prodid>
    <timeid>1</timeid>
    <quantity>10</quantity>
    <location>constantine</location>
    <time>2007</time>
  </sales>
  <sales>
    <locid>2</locid>
    <prodid>1</prodid>
    <timeid>2</timeid>
    <quantity>30</quantity>
    <location>riyadh</location>
    <time>2007</time>
  </sales>
  <sales>
    <locid>2</locid>
    <prodid>2</prodid>
    <timeid>2</timeid>
    <quantity>40</quantity>
    <location>sa</location>
    <time>2007</time>
  </sales>
</salesdoc>
```

Fig. 2: A G-XML graph for XML sales data cube

- Each edge is labeled by an XML element or XML attribute.
- Each leaf node is labeled with a value.
- G-XML has a distinguished node called the root.
- For example let us consider the XML cube of Fig. 1 containing one fact sales with three dimensions: location, product, time and one measure quantity. The corresponding G-XML is given partially in Fig. 2.
QUERYING XML CUBE BY XRQL

The language XRQL is based on path expressions. XRQL is very similar to a multi-sorted first order language. Because in this data model, data are associated to leaves, XRQL path expressions may contain data variables as abstractions of the content of leave. They may also contain label (resp. path) variables as abstraction of edges (resp. paths) in G-XML graph. The graph variables abstract sub-graphs in a G-XML graph.

Path expression: Here, we assume that four sorts of variable sets are given: a set of graph (resp. path, label and data) variables. Graph and path variables are denoted X, Y, Z, ... Label (resp. data) variables are denoted x, y, z, ...

In order to define path expression one needs to define label term and data term. A label term is either an edge label or a label variable. A data term is either leaf value or data variable. A path is simple with respect to edges if all its edges are distinct. In the rest of presentation a path refers always to a simple path. An empty path ε is a path with no edges.

Definition 1 (Path expression): A path expression is a sequence of label terms and/or path variables. If s is a path expression and t is a data term then s@t is a path expression.

The path expression s@t means that any path captured by s must have a destination (end) equal to the value associated with the data term t.

Example 1: For example the path expression sales.quantity is intended to represent all paths of length 2 having as edge labels the label sales and then the label quantity. However, the path expression sales.x is intended to represent all paths of length 2 where the first edge label is sales; the label variable x is valued at one label in the set of labels {locid, prodid, timeid, quantity}. The path expression X.category represents each path having at least one edge where the last edge is labeled by category.

Example 2: The data variable x in the path expression sales.quantity@x captures all leaves values at the destination of paths abstracted by the path expression sales.quantity.

Now some terms are defined. A path (resp. graph) term is either a (simple) path (resp. graph) or path (resp. graph) variable. Remember that a label term is either an edge label or a label variable. A data term is either leaf value or data variable. The origin (resp. destination) of a path is the first (resp. last) node. A node r of a graph G is a source for G if there exists a path from r to any other nodes of G.

Definition 2 (Atom): An atom is an expression having one of the following forms:

- a path expression
- t1 = t2, where, t1 and t2 are terms of the same sort among graph, path, label, data; = is the (polymorphic) equality predicate symbol
- t = s, where, t is a path term, s is a path expression and = is an equality predicate
- ts, where, t is a graph term and s is a path expression
- s[t], where, t is a graph term and s is a path expression

Intuitively, the atom t = s intends to check whether t is one of the paths captured by the path expression s. The atom ts tells that s captures at least one path p of the graph t and that the origin of p is the source of t; the intention of the atom s[t] is to check that the graph t has a source which is the destination of a path captured by the path expression s. For example, the atom S:sales.quantity intends to capture all paths p having successively sales and quantity as edge labels in the G-XML graph representing the S valuation; such that the origin of p is the source of S. However, the atom sales[S] captures all graphs S at the destination of paths captured by the path expression sales.

Query: The syntax of XRQL query is SQL-like, it has the form SELECT FROM WHERE: where the clause SELECT contains XML document fragments with variables, the valuation of SELECT yields a XML document. The clause FROM specifies a series of XML documents to be queried; it has the following form: FROM f, xml[AS D₁],...,f, xml[AS Dₙ], where, [AS D₁] is a renaming option, the graph variable D₁ is valued to the G-XML graph associated to a file f, xml. When there is only one document in a query, one can drop the option [AS D₁].

Example 3: To return the products, we write the following query:

```sql
SELECT <pname> x </pname> AS <products>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.product.pname@x
```

Intuitively this query selects all product names <pname> x </pname> and ensembles them by the element <products>. This query posings on the G-XML graph of Fig. 2 returns the following XML data:
Example 5: For each location, return the list of items sold there:

```
SELECT <locproducts>
   L Pn AS <products>
</locproducts> AS <result>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.location.L
   and L = locid and L@x
   and salesdoc.sales[S]
   and S.locid@x and S.prodid@y
   and salesdoc.product[P]
   and P.prodid@y and P.Pn and Pn = pname
GROUP BY L,Pn
```

Posing this query on the G-XML graph of Fig. 2 will return, the following XML data:

```
<result>
   <locproducts>
      <locid>1</locid>
   </locproducts>
   <locid>2</locid>
</result>
```

Note that for locid = 1 the product green tea appears twice because for the same location, it was sold in two different times. In order to eliminate duplicate, one can introduce in SELECT clause, the word DISTINCT before the path variable Pn as we will do in the next example.

Example 6: This query show the use of GROUP BY with HAVING. It returns for each location its items if number of sold items is above one:

```
SELECT <locproducts>
   L DISTINCT Pn AS <products>
</locproducts> AS <result>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.location.L
   and L = locid and L@x
   and salesdoc.sales[S]
   and S.locid@x and S.prodid@y
   and salesdoc.product[P]
   and P.prodid@y and P.Pn and Pn = pname
GROUP BY L,Pn
HAVING COUNT(Pn)>1
```
OLAP QUERIES

Here, we present typical OLAP queries include slice, dice, drill down, roll up and pivot. We will show how XRQL query language can express OLAP queries in a natural way.

Slice and dice: Slice query is a OLAP query putting constraints on only one dimension among location, product and time. However, dice query is a query putting constraints on at least two different dimensions. Slicing and dicing reduce the number of dimensions.

Example 7 (Slice): Return the sales in location with locid = 1.

```sql
SELECT X AS <result>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc[X] and X.sales.locid@1
```

In order to impose more constraint on ordering, one can write the above query as follows:

```sql
SELECT <sales>
  L P T Q
</sales> AS <result>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.sales[S]
  and S:L and L = locid@1
  and S:P and P = prodid
  and S:T and T = timeid
  and S:Q and Q = quantity
ORDER BY P, T
```

Note that in WHERE condition, we put constraint on only one dimension L = locid@1. The ORDER BY is used to return the XML data cube ordered according to prodid and timeid.

Example 8 (Dice): Return the sales of product with prodid = 1 sold in location with locid = 1.

```sql
SELECT <sales> L P T Q </sales>
AS <result>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.sales[S]
  and S:L and L = locid@1
  and S:P and P = prodid
  and S:T and T = timeid
  and S:Q and Q = quantity
ORDER BY T
```

Note that in WHERE condition, we put constraints on two dimensions L = locid@1 and P = prodid@1. The ORDER BY is used to return the XML data cube ordered by timeid.

Roll up and drill down: The roll up queries summarize data by climbing up hierarchy, if we are given sales per day, we can aggregate data to obtain sales per month. However, drill down is the reverse of roll up, we go from higher level summary to lower level summary. Given total sales by month, we can ask for sales per day. In the following examples we will roll up data from day to month and then we drill down backward.

Example 9 (Roll up): Return the sales by months.

```xml
SELECT <monthsales>
  Y M L P
   <quantity> SUM(q) </quantity>
</monthsales> AS <result>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.sales[S]
  and S:L and L = locid
  and S:P and P = prodid
  and S:T and T = timeid@x
  and S:quantity@q
  and salesdoc.time[Tm] and Tm.timeid@x
  and Tm:M and M = month
  and Tm:Y and Y = year
GROUP BY Y,M,L,P
```

Posing this query on the XML graph of Fig. 2 will return the following XML data:

```xml
<result>
<monthsales>
<year>2007</year>
<month>6</month>
<locid>1</locid>
<prodid>1</prodid>
<quantity>30</quantity>
</monthsales>
<monthsales>
<year>2007</year>
<month>6</month>
<locid>2</locid>
<prodid>1</prodid>
<quantity>30</quantity>
</monthsales>
<monthsales>
<year>2007</year>
<month>6</month>
<locid>2</locid>
<prodid>1</prodid>
<quantity>30</quantity>
</monthsales>
```

525
Example 11 (Pivot): The query reorienting data cube on the location and product dimensions is written as follows:

```sql
SELECT <sales>
    T L P <quantity> q </quantity>
</sales> AS <result>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.sales[S]
    and S:L and L = locid
    and S:P and P = prodid
    and S:T and T = timeid
    and S:quantity@q
GROUP BY T, L, P
```

The pivoting can be combined with aggregate functions like SUM as follows:

```sql
SELECT <sales>
    L P <quantity> SUM(q) </quantity>
</sales> AS <result>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.sales[S]
    and S:L and L = locid
    and S:P and P = prodid
    and S:quantity@q
GROUP BY L, P
```

## EXTENDED AGGREGATION AND NESTING

**Extended aggregation**: Here, we present GROUP BY CUBE operator, which computes union of GROUP BY’s on every subset of the specified elements. The operator GROUP BY ROLLUP is also presented.

Example 12: Consider the query:

```sql
SELECT <sales>
    L P T <quantity> SUM(q) </quantity>
</sales> AS <result>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.sales[S]
    and S:L and L = locid
    and S:P and P = prodid
    and S:T and T = timeid
    and S:quantity@q
GROUP BY CUBE L, P, T
```

This query computes the union of 8 different grouping (2^3) elements of the sales: (L P T), (L P), (L T), (P T),

---

**Example 10 (Drill down)**: The following query goes from month sales to day sales. Note that the four lines of WHERE condition, are similar to those found in roll up query. The fifth line is related to XML data of roll2month.xml file. However, the last line imposes the join conditions on month and year between documents D1 and D2.

```sql
SELECT <sales>
    L P T <quantity> q </quantity>
</sales> AS <result>
FROM sales.xml AS D1, roll2month.xml AS D2
WHERE D1:salesdoc.sales[S]
    and S:L and L = locid
    and S:P and P = prodid
    and S:T and T = timeid@x
    and S:quantity@q
    and salesdoc.time[Tm] and Tm:timeid@x
    and Tm:M1 and M1 = month
    and Tm:Y1 and Y1 = year
    and D2:monthsales[MS]
    and MS:M2 and M2 = month
    and MS:Y2 and Y2 = year
    and M1@m and M2@m and Y1@ye and Y2@ye
GROUP BY L, P, T
```

**Pivoting**: Pivot query aims to reorient data cube, the result of pivoting is called in relational model a cross-tabulation. If we pivot the sales cube on the location and product dimensions, we obtain data shown in the left side of Fig. 3, note that pivoting can be combined with aggregate functions SUM (right side of Fig. 3).
Fig. 4: GROUP BY ROLLUP result

(L), (P), (T), () where () denotes the empty GROUP BY list. In relational data cube, for each grouping, the result contains the null value for attribute not present in the grouping, however in XML data cube, we can represent missing information simply the absence of an element. For example the result of grouping (L P T) (resp. (L P)) is given in first (resp. second) column of Fig. 4. The grouping (L) yields the first two sales of the third column. However, the empty grouping (), representing the total sales in all locations of all products in all times, yields the last sales of the third column.

The GROUP BY ROLLUP operator can be directly added to our formalism; this operator generates the union on every prefix of specified list of variables. For example GROUP BY ROLLUP L,P,T generates the union of 4 different grouping of the sales: (L P T), (L P), (L), (). The result of GROUP BY ROLLUP L,P,T is included in Fig. 4.

Example 13: List locations with sold products above the average number of sold products in all locations.

```sql
SELECT AVG(x)
FROM (SELECT
  <locproducts>
  COUNT(P) AS <rt>
  </locproducts>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.sales[S]
  and S:L and L = locid
  and S:P and P = prodid
GROUP BY L
HAVING COUNT(P) > AVGQueryResult
```

where, AVGQueryResult is defined as follows:

```sql
SELECT AVG(x)
FROM (SELECT
  <locproducts>
  COUNT(P) AS <rt>
  </locproducts>
FROM sales.xml
WHERE salesdoc.sales[S1]
```
and SI.L and L = locid
and SLP and P = prodid
GROUP BY L)
WHERE rt.locproducts@x

CONCLUSION

In this study, we have presented a data cube model for XML. We have shown how OLAP queries on XML data can be expressed by XRQL in a natural way to enable analysts to gain insight into data through fast access to a variety of possible views on data. An extension for XRQL concerning the use of the operators GROUP BY CUBE and GROUP BY ROLLUP is presented. We have also illustrated how more complex OLAP queries can be formulated by using query nesting.
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